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Lynott puts man love on ice 
John Terry super-fan Patrick Lynott 

this week displayed his undying de-
votion to the Chelsea legend by mim-
icking his ice-bucket challenge in aid 
of ALS. 

The former England captain took to 
the internet on Monday night, dis-

playing his macho physique and iron-
man will to his eight Twitter follow-
ers, as he dumped a bucket of ice over 
his head, before nominating team ma-
te John Obi Mikel, former colleague 
Frank Lampard and current mafia 
employee and Napoli boss Rafa Beni-
tez to do the same. 

Inspired by this show of courage from 
the Chelsea defensive kingpin, Pat-
rick Lynott immediately took to the 
internet and threw a bucket of ice 
over his own head, in what has been 
described as “one of the greatest ges-
tures of man-love ever seen on the 
worldwide web”. 

And just like his hero, Lynott then 
passed on nominations to two playing 
colleagues, Aidan Donaghy and Barry 
Lynch, as well as an elusive character 
from a secret island community 
known only as “The Nanny”. 

Despite the apparent spontaneity of 
the action, rumours have emerged 
that Lynott may have been sponsored 
by Hellmans during his five-seconds 
of fame, as rather bizarrely, he was 
heard to proclaim his liking for the 
salad dressing Mayonnaise right at 
the end of the short clip.  
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Lynch’s red 

mist 

Clarets’ skipper Barry 
Lynch (right) was left 
stunned last week 
when his dentist told 
him he had a chronic 
case of gingivitis. 
Lynch wants his law-
yers to sue hair dye 
makers L’Oreal, but 
they’re reluctant, as 
they don’t think he’s 
worth it! 

Terry: iron man with a boy band body Lynott: follows the lead of his hero 

Following a warning 

from his landlord about 

the state of the carpets 

in his apartment, house 

proud Niall Quinn has 

come up with a novel 

way of keeping them 

clean - he’s taken to 

walking on the walls. 

Quinn’s no carpet muncher 


